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Abstract: The synthesis of drug substances (DS) requires the continuous effort of the pharma industry to ensure
high sustainability standards. The Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling is a fundamental C–C bond-forming reaction
to produce complex DS intermediates. The present contribution points out the way in which the synthesis of
DS intermediates by C–C cross coupling can be economically competitive, while minimizing waste by selecting
the appropriate heterogeneous catalyst. By comparing homogeneous, immobilized heterogeneous catalysts
on silica and metal–organic framework (MOF) catalysts, while considering the perspectives of academia and
industry, the critical parameters for a successful industrial application of heterogeneous catalytic Suzuki-Miyaura
cross coupling reactions were identified. Heterogeneous catalysts, such as MOFs, may provide a complementary
platform for reducing waste and the costs of production related to such transformations.
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1. Introduction
The chemical community must be on the lookout for new, innovative technologies that potentially reduce the costs of drug substance (DS) manufacturing processes due to the increasing pressure on the pharmaceutical industry to provide affordable drugs
and ultimately cost-efficient therapeutic modalities for innovative
healthcare. These new technologies originated primarily from basic
research conducted, for example, at academic institutions. When
taken up by the pharmaceutical industry, these technologies are first
tested in a feasibility study to determine their scope and limitations with regard to specific aims. To find out whether their use in
a process step is expected to add an anticipated benefit, the new
process undergoes a detailed phase of development before its employment in a manufacturing process. This ensures that the investment is worthwhile and the resulting process is safe and robust. A
key aspect of the successful implementation of a new technology is
that it results in a reduction in cost and achieves a more sustainable
process. Not only individuals, but also health authorities require
efficient drug manufacturing processes, which are safe, form minimal amounts of chemical waste, and make optimal use of limited
natural resources. In recent years, different metrics were introduced
to guide chemists in determining the ‘greenness’ of a process and,
ultimately, its optimization. One of the most prominent metrics,
the PMI (Process Mass Index = kg reagents and solvents / kg of
API), has become widely accepted in the chemistry community.
Companies like Roche constantly monitor the PMI values of their
drug substance processes, from the early developmental phase to
the launch of supplies and to trigger final process optimization, e.g.
by employing innovative technologies that might have emerged
during the developmental/commercialization phases of a DS. In
addition to the financial and environmental aspects, the generation
of own or shared intellectual property (IP) with regard to new technologies in (established) drug substance processes also plays an
important role. It secures freedom-to-operate of the processes and
can result in competitive advantages.
In numerous process steps in today’s synthesis of drugs,
well-defined homogeneous rhodium, palladium, ruthenium, and
iridium catalysts, bearing organic ligands to tune the catalyst performance, are successfully employed to deliver key intermediates
and DS products with the highest possible activity and selectivity.
Depending on the metal price, the synthetic complexity of the
catalyst and its turnover frequency, the catalyst can be a critical
cost factor in the entire DS process. Striving for the highest catalyst activity, favoring lower priced noble metals and ligands, nonnoble metals have a critical role to play in R&D. In many cases,
such work has resulted in the identification of greatly improved
catalyst systems that enabled more sustainable and cost-efficient
DS syntheses. Despite this success, homogenous catalysts have
a number of drawbacks. The most notable is the contamination
of the catalytic step and possible follow-up products with trace
amounts of residual metal, thus resulting in a (high) number of
tedious purification steps to deplete metal contamination in intermediates and even in DS materials. Furthermore, although catalytic processes are generally considered to be ‘green’, the syn-
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thesis of a catalyst and the catalytic process per se rarely reach
an atom economy of even close to 100%. Suzuki-Miyaura cross
couplings, – in contrast to hydrogenation, for example – generate
stoichiometric amounts of organic boron and halogen waste but
still contribute to the overall low PMI, especially when compared
to non-catalytic processes.[1]
The aim of Roche and the Paul Scherrer Institute collaboration on metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), highly crystalline and
porous materials based on molecular building blocks, is to implement these catalytic materials in Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling
reactions to better understand their a) real-life performance, b)
substrate tolerance, c) robustness, and d) ease of separation from
the process-step product and ultimately to determine whether the
MOFs result in more sustainable and cost-efficient processes than
state-of-the-art, well-defined homogeneous palladium catalysts.
Herein we will discuss aspects to be considered when employing
a catalyst – whether homogeneous or heterogeneous – for a given
transformation on an industrial scale.
2. Homogeneous Suzuki-Miyaura Cross Coupling for
the Synthesis of DS Intermediates
Catalytic cross coupling reactions are an essential tool to build
complex organic molecules. In particular, in Suzuki-Miyaura
cross coupling reactions, highly active and chemoselective catalysts are applied to efficiently form C–C bonds from halogenated
aryls and boronic acid derivatives with a palladium catalyst (Fig.
1a).[2] A wide spectrum of catalysts and reaction conditions were
employed. The reaction proceeds without ligands with a Pd(ii) or
Pd(0) source in polar aprotic solvents, such as dimethylformamide
(DMF) or N-methypyrrolidone (NMP), at a high temperature
above 100 °C using reactive aryl iodides and bromides.[3] Under
such conditions, palladium black forms and acts as a reservoir of
soluble catalytic species, whose leaching is promoted by high reaction temperatures. This strategy, with so-called ‘homeopathic’
palladium catalysis, can afford Suzuki-Miyaura cross couplings at
an extremely high substrate-to-catalyst ratio (S/C) above 20’000
under microwave irradiation; however, it is not applicable to DS
intermediates of complex structures. Homogeneous palladium
complexes, stabilized by electron-rich and bulky phosphines, such
as PtBu3[4] and biphenyl-based ligands,[5] form highly reactive
catalysts for cross coupling reactions. The high reactivity is attributed to the formation of monoligated phosphine complexes.[6]
Such catalysts promote the reaction of aryl chlorides and result in
high conversion and selectivity with broad tolerance of functional
groups at temperatures below 100 °C and with S/C higher than
200’000.[5] Ligands containing other coordinating moieties such
as amines,[7] imines,[8] and N-heterocyclic carbenes (NHCs)[9] are
also effective.[10] Examples of applied Suzuki-Myiaura cross coupling processes are shown in Fig. 1b.[11]

Fig. 1. a) General scheme for a catalytic Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling
reaction. b) Examples of DS made by Suzuki-Miyaura cross couplings:
Navoximod[11e] and Fenebrutinib.[11f,g] The bond formed by the SuzukiMiyaura reaction is highlighted in blue.
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2.1 General Considerations in Process Development
of Suzuki-Miyaura Cross Coupling
From the perspective of process development, the separation
and recycling of the metal in homogeneous Suzuki-Miyaura cross
coupling reactions is straightforward in systems without ligands.
Adding a ligand can make it more challenging to separate the
catalyst from the product(s). Although some techniques, such as
charcoal treatment and filtration over typical metal scavengers,
are well established methods for the removal of residual transition metal impurities, a simple filtration to remove a heterogenized catalyst from the product(s) would speed up the process.
Streamlining the work-up and reducing the number of unit operations (e.g. by avoiding charcoal filtration and extraction) will
shorten production time, decrease waste, and reduce costs. The
introduction of Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling catalysts in the
pharmaceutical industry should meet the requirements described
below.
High catalytic performance and functional group tolerance.
The catalyst should demonstrate constant high activity to allow
for high turnover frequencies and reproducible high (chemo)selectivity to avoid side products, thus simplifying process development and maintaining low costs. However, even though some
Suzuki-Miyaura cross couplings are reported to work at remarkably low S/C <1000, higher catalyst loadings can be tolerated
when working with challenging substrates, low-volume products,
and when alternative routes are unavailable or unsuitable. High
catalyst loadings often result in complicated metal-removal operations and increased waste. A high functional group tolerance to
allow for a wide variety of applications is critical, especially when
employed in Discovery Chemistry programs where ‘one catalyst
fits all’. For pharma process applications, the functional group
tolerance can be restricted to the present groups only, so catalysts
with a narrower scope can find their use there.
Unlimited catalyst accessibility, low catalyst costs, and established supply chain. In an ideal world, the catalyst would be (a)
commercially available from different vendors, (b) synthesized
based on a straightforward manufacturing process, (c) available
at low cost, in a suitable quantity and quality to meet the marketing demands and (d) free from IP protection. It is seldom that all
of these requirements are met. Catalysts considered to be ideal
may in the end be too costly or too time-consuming to produce.
Sometimes third parties protect IP or there may be no available
supply chain on time to meet demands. The pharma industry relies
on trustworthy partners, such as a contract manufacturing organization (CMO) or a vendor who can ensure a constant supply of
catalysts. Whereas typical heterogeneous catalysts are generally
readily available from expert catalyst suppliers, specialty catalysts
may not have a reliable supply chain. Establishing a supply chain
of a newly introduced heterogeneous catalyst is often more complex than for a homogeneous catalyst due to the special techniques
required for its preparation and characterization.
Consequently, the process for establishing a supply chain for a
heterogeneous catalyst can take years and relies on a considerable
financial investment. In particular in the pharmaceutical industry,
the investment in a new catalyst comes with risks, including the
possibility of failing to make a profit. The investment in a new
catalyst is always based on a sound risk/benefit evaluation and is
highly project-specific.
Straightforward procedure for cleaning the reactor, ease of
implementation, and safety. From the moment a molecule is identified as a potential clinical candidate until the compound reaches
the market, numerous obstacles must be overcome. A series of tox
and clinical studies must be conducted, each requiring a different
amount of the DS and in varying grades. Original syntheses in
Discovery Chemistry may require optimization or modification.
A catalyst can be replaced in a specific transformation once the
commercial process is defined if there is a clear decrease of costs
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and improved impurity profile. The new catalyst would ideally
work under the same or only slightly modified reaction conditions.
An important aspect is that each catalyst demonstrate stability
in air, light, humidity, and residual amounts of water, which necessitates specific handling. Furthermore, multi-purpose equipment
is used in the production of a DS, GMP standards must be met,
and the cleaning of the corresponding equipment is highly regulated to avoid cross-contamination by impurities (e.g., residual
trace metals, organic and inorganic impurities, and potentially
genotoxic compounds).[12] Metal leaching of the heterogeneous
catalysts and reactor cleaning procedures need to be adequately
addressed during process development to decide whether a new
catalyst and process can be implemented or not. It is essential
that all steps in the process are safe and that special measures are
taken to ensure this.
3. Heterogeneous Suzuki-Miyaura Cross Coupling
Catalysts
Bridging the gap between homogeneous and heterogeneous
catalysis in Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling has been a focus of
catalysis research for more than 40 years. Heterogeneous palladium catalysts have been prepared in different ways, from simple
metal nanoparticles supported on inorganic materials and polymers to molecular complexes immobilized on such materials. The
efficiency of these catalysts has been discussed in comprehensive
reviews.[13] In the transformation of simple substrates, some catalysts have shown remarkable activity. Commercial Pd on inorganic supports such as C, SiO2, and Al2O3 have been widely tested.
Pd/C was used to couple aryl halides with phenylboronic acid
using Na2CO3 as a base at 120 °C. The S/C loading was as high
as 20’000 for aryl bromides and 2’000 for aryl chlorides.[14] The
authors of these studies later reported the use of palladium supported on metal oxides (Al2O3, Ti2O, CeO2) and zeolites (Pd/NaY)
under similar conditions and at S/C of 20’000.[15] Palladium on
carbon could be used on a multi-kilogram scale for the production
of the simple DS intermediate 2'-methyl-4'-(2-oxo-1-pyrrolidinyl)
biphenyl-4-carboxylic acid using a high Pd loading with S/C of
83.[16] Suzuki-Miyaura cross couplings were catalyzed by palladium nanoparticles immobilized on porous silica materials at
50 °C[17] and on polymers at 60 °C.[18]
Palladium complexes immobilized on polymers or inorganic
supports, usually silica, have been explored to heterogenize molecular systems. MCM-41 was functionalized with Schiff base
chelating sites to coordinate palladium and catalyze the coupling
of aryl bromides with phenylboronic acid at 100 °C with KF as
a base, with S/C > 20’000.[19] An NHC main-chain organometallic polymer was used to catalyze the coupling of 4-chlorobenzaldehyde and phenylboronic acid at 80 °C with K2CO3 as a base
with S/C of 2’000.[20] In most of these studies, the reactions were
performed in polar solvent systems (water, short-chain alcohols, DMF, DME) with strong inorganic bases (Na2CO3, K2CO3,
K3PO4, KOH) and at high temperature (80–130 °C).[21] The scope
is usually limited to the synthesis of small biphenyl molecules
with limited functionalization.
The catalytic cycle of Suzuki-Miyaura cross couplings at high
temperature occurs mainly in solution with dissolved palladium,
making immobilization under such conditions unnecessary since
the heterogeneous catalysts act as reservoirs for the metal.[21,22]
Most existing immobilized palladium catalysts usually work at
temperatures above 100 °C. In addition, immobilized palladium
catalysts based on inorganic materials are limited in substrate
scope and cleaning of the equipment to meet GMP standards is
time-consuming. These restrictions limit the interest of industry
in the immobilization of molecular catalysts in cross coupling
reactions. After decades of research, there is general skepticism
about heterogenized homogeneous catalysts, with Hübner and co-
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workers joining Janssen Pharmaceutica in claiming that heterogenization will never be implemented in the industry.[22] Lack
of reproducibility, loss of performance, diffusion limitations,
and increasing development time and high costs are among the
reasons given. A major issue is that immobilized homogeneous
catalysts on inorganic or polymeric supports such as carbon,
silica, alumina, and Merrifield’s resin add to the complexity of
the system while losing molecular control and usually, performance, which is typical of molecular catalysts. It is less timeconsuming for the fine-chemical industry to use high throughput
experimentation until target performance is reached. The novel
research directions that MOFs open up may overcome such limitations, as described below.
3.1 Metal–Organic Framework Catalysts in SuzukiMiyaura Cross Coupling Reactions
Over the past 20 years, MOFs have emerged as great candidates for catalytic research.[23] MOFs are built by organic linkers
connected by inorganic units to yield well-defined frameworks
with a record high surface area.[24] Many researchers have identified chemical versatility and structural control as key features in
the development of tailored catalysts. Fig. 2 shows examples of
the MOF structures UiO-66,[25] MIL-101,[26] and HKUST-1.[27]
These structures can be modified by tuning the ligand and inorganic unit. MOFs are heterogeneous catalysts composed essentially of molecules. The molecular nature of MOFs and their
large pores can overcome some of the limitations of standard
immobilized catalysts, such as the lack of structural control
at the molecular level and diffusion limitations. Thousands of
publications and many reviews show their potential in organic
chemistry.[23acdfg] In addition, MOFs have features that neither
homogeneous nor heterogeneous catalysts have.
The use of MOFs for catalysis of Suzuki-Miyaura cross
couplings has been widely studied.[28] The catalytically active
sites are atoms in the nodes of the material, nanoparticles supported on the framework and complexes with ligand sites at
the organic linkers. A palladium MOF assembled with Pd(ii)
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nodes and 2-hydroxypyrimidinolate linkers catalyzed the coupling of 4-bromoanisole with phenylboronic acid at 150 °C and
with K2CO3 as a base, at S/C of 40.[29] Palladium NPs embedded
in MIL-101(Cr) catalyzed the coupling of aryl chlorides with
phenylboronic acid in water at 80 °C and with NaOMe as a base
at S/C = 100. Pd/ZIF-8 and Pd/C performed poorly under these
conditions.[30] Similar strategies were used for the synthesis of
Pd/MIL-53(Al)-NH2[31] and Pd/MIL-101(Cr)-NH2.[32] These
materials were active in coupling aryl bromides at temperatures
below 40 °C and aryl chlorides at 80 °C, with milder carbonate
bases and S/C of 200 and 30, respectively. Coordinating moieties in the organic linker, such as NHC,[33] 2-pyridyl-imine,[34]
and 2,2'-bipyridine[35] were used to form defined complexes active in catalysis.
The benefits of MOF catalysts for Suzuki-Miyaura cross
couplings have been widely demonstrated (proof-of-concept).
The scientific and industrial communities must now bridge the
gap between basic research and industrial application. High
manufacturing costs of potential complex drug substances is an
important aspect. If the manufacturing process can be shortened
by reducing plant occupation, production costs can be significantly reduced. More efficient chemical processes are economically and ecologically beneficial.
MOF catalysts, modeled from homogeneous molecular catalysts, have all the necessary characteristics to be considered for
an industrial Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling pharmaceutical
chemical process. Many publications report that heterogenizing
a known homogeneous catalyst by a MOF can be a successful strategy for achieving a comparable or even superior performance in the catalysis of organic reactions (see above). In
contrast to inorganic materials, MOFs consist of organic components and metals that can be easily removed from the reaction mixture in acidic, basic, or oxidizing treatments to ensure
GMP compliance. From a reactor cleaning point of view, the
pharma industry can consider MOFs more similar to the widely
employed Raney nickel and Pd-Pt/C than silica-based catalysts.
Manufacturers of MOFs, such as novoMOF AG (a PSI spin-off)
Fig. 2. Structure of the MOFs
[Zr6(OH)4O4(bdc)6] (UiO-66) (a),
[M3X(O)(bdc)3] MIL-101(M) (b) and
[Cu3(btc)2] (HKUST-1) (c). bdc =
1,4-benzenedicarboxylate, btc =
1,3,5-benzenetricarboxylate.
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and the Green Science Alliance Co., Ltd exist worldwide, thus
helping to close the gap in the supply chain of catalytic materials.
MOFs have extraordinary catalytic properties described below,
thus giving them advantages over some of their homogeneous and
heterogeneous counterparts.
Some MOFs show unique reactivity and selectivity, which is
impossible or at least difficult to achieve with existing catalysts.
Surface and pore effects may induce changes in selectivity and a
chemistry that may modify the catalyst’s speciation and favors the
reactivity of specific substrates over others or enables chemical
reactions that can happen only within the pores of a MOF. A chiral
binaphthyl copper MOF with a phosphoric acid functionality catalyzed the Friedel-Crafts reaction between indole and imines. The
homogeneous catalyst produced the S enantiomer with 72% ee,
whereas the corresponding MOF gave the R enantiomer with 42%
ee.[36] The reversal of the selectivity originates from the restricted
space available in the chiral environment of the MOF cavity. The
cavity of MOFs can also induce changes in regioselectivity by
preventing multinuclear mechanisms due to the isolated metal
sites within the material.[37] The PSI group discovered that MOFs
can transform the reactivity of an adsorbed catalytic intermediate
from a nucleophile into an electrophile due to the confinement of
the active centers within its pores.[38] An increase in performance
in asymmetric hydrogenation was observed while the molecular
metal complex was absorbed within the pores of MOFs.[39] A recent study by the group at PSI has shown that the Co-catalyzed
hydroformylation of olefins without directing groups can reach an
unprecedented 90% branched selectivity by MOFs due to adsorption of the substrate, which acts on the kinetics of the reaction.[40]
The work-up of the process is simplified. A MOF catalyst can
adsorb significant amounts of metal, ligand, and byproducts, facilitating the separation of the product, while minimizing chemical contamination, which may compromise the efficacy of the
DS or may be dangerous for human health. The importance of
the work-up is highlighted in the excellent review by Magano
and Dunetz on the large-scale synthesis of pharmaceuticals with
transition metal catalysis.[11c] The reaction crudes often contain
thousands of ppm of metal residues and other genotoxic impurities, which may require several purification steps translating
in more units of operation. Using a MOF catalyst may prevent
or minimize contamination, thus limiting the necessity of additional work-up procedures. For example, palladium NP in MIL101(Cr)-NH2[41] leads to reaction crudes with only tens of ppm
of palladium.
MOF catalysts can operate in a fixed-bed flow reactor. Plugflow reactors, which may enable higher mass/heat transfer, are often used in the pharma industry, which would enable the straightforward implementation of MOFs. Preliminary reports on the use
of MOFs as catalysts in flow reactors demonstrate their viability
in the hydrolysis of nerve agent stimulants catalyzed by MOF808,[42] in the addition to carbon dioxide to propylene oxide catalyzed by MIL-100(Sc)[43] and in Suzuki-Miyaura cross couplings
catalyzed by PdNPs/MIL-101(Cr)-NH2.[41]
MOF catalysts may be more stable than the corresponding homogeneous catalyst. If the MOF catalyst enables a higher turnover
number (TON) than the homogeneous catalyst, more substrate
molecules can be converted with less catalyst making the process
more efficient. The MOF may stabilize catalytic species that are
unstable in solution, leading to the recycling of the catalyst and
lower catalyst loading. Sawano et al. demonstrated this effect and
showed that a phosphine MOF can stabilize mono coordinated
complexes that cannot be obtained in solution,[44] thus enhancing
the stability of the catalytic system in consecutive reaction runs
with a pronounced loss of activity. Catalyst stability, especially in
molecular catalysts for Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling, is often
affected by intrinsic decomposition pathways;[22] heterogenization may not eliminate instability.
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4. Collaboration between PSI and F. Hoffmann-
La Roche Ltd
The initial tests with MOFs for Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling reactions showed that the stability of the framework would
have to be improved. Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling reactions
are generally performed in the presence of strong bases (e.g.
MOtBu and M2CO3 (M = Li, Na, K, Cs), which are known to
decompose the structure of many MOFs. Only the most stable
MOF structures, such as MIL-101 and UiO-66, can be used.
A systematic investigation of the stability of the well-known
zirconium MOF UiO-66 revealed the effect of solvents such
as water, dichloromethane, and THF on the crystallinity and
porosity of the material upon treatment with acids and bases.
[45] Although only the weakest bases could prevent decomposition of one of the most stable MOFs, this was an advantage in
studying Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling catalyzed by MOFs.
Liquid bases are superior because they do not undergo solid/
solid interactions with the heterogeneous catalyst and have
lower reproducibility issues, in contrast to K2CO3 and K3PO4.
The particle size of inorganic bases has a strong effect on homogeneous catalysts in organic solvents and is strictly dependent
on suppliers and mesh size. The use of weak liquids and nonnucleophilic bases such as Et3N enhances the potential scalability and reproducibility of the heterogeneous MOF-based
catalysis process.
The phosphine MOF (P-MOF) LSK-15 with MIL-101 topology[46] was tested as a solid ligand for the palladium-catalyzed
coupling of bromoanisole with boronic acid, which enabled the
determination of the C–C coupling and hydrodehalogenation
selectivities.[47] The molecularly defined heterogeneous palladium catalyst based on the P-MOF performed Suzuki-Miyaura
cross coupling reactions under exceptionally mild conditions,
while displaying higher selectivity than that achieved with
Pd(PPh3)4. Determination of the palladium speciation by Pd
and P K-edge X-ray spectroscopy showed that molecularly defined palladium-phosphine sites catalyze the Suzuki-Miyaura
cross coupling with very high selectivity and that palladium
nanoparticles promote hydrodehalogenation. An excess of
phosphine in the MOF maintained the P-Pd moiety, the active
site correlated with high selectivity. Future research will focus
on finding stable MOF catalysts that will enable a large number
of substrates under mild conditions and effectively reduce the
waste produced by the reaction, thus decreasing the operation
units in an industrial setting.
5. Conclusion
The heterogenization of homogeneous catalysts may become a powerful strategy for the industrial production of drug
substances. MOFs provide the complementary platform to heterogenize highly active molecular catalysts and effectively decrease the PMI of a process. Table 1 shows key parameters relevant to an industrial Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling catalytic
process and qualitatively compares homogeneous, silica- and
MOF-based heterogeneous catalysts. Present manufacturers
ensure that MOFs combine the chemical flexibility of homogeneous catalysts with commercial availability. Even though
their cost is high, if the simplified work-up allows for fewer purification units, an economic advantage may be achieved while
‘greenifying’ the process. The active sites of MOFs can be modeled from molecular catalysts meaning that reaction rates and
chemoselectivity are closer to those obtained by homogeneous
catalysts rather than particle-based heterogeneous ones. GMP
compliance of MOF catalysts can be easily adapted from existing catalysts already employed by the industry, making them a
potential realistic tool for the industrial production of DS.
Received: September 6, 2021
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Table 1. Comparison between homogeneous, MOFs and inorganic support-based Pd catalysts for Suzuki-Miyaura cross coupling

Catalyst

Homogeneous

Heterogenized Silica-based

Heterogenized MOFs

Chemical flexibility of the
catalyst

Very high

Low

High

Commercial Availability

Available from vendors and custom synthesis companies

Standard supports are available,
whereas custom synthesis for
heterogeneization is limited

Few MOFs are commercially
available, and custom synthesis
companies exist

Cost

Relatively low for simple ligands,
while complex ligands may be
quite expensive

Very high for surface-modified
derivatives

Generally high since complex
linkers may be expensive

Reaction rate

Generally relatively high at high
temperatures

Generally, lower rates than the
homogeneous derivative; activity
may be high at temperatures
above 100 °C, where most catalysts behave like homogeneous
ligandless catalysts

Some catalysts show high rates
comparable to the corresponding
homogeneous catalysts.

Chemoselectivity

Very high

Moderate

Still unknown due to limited published information, but potentially high

Work-up complexity

Often relatively high

Relatively simple

Relatively simple

GMP compliance

GMP standards are regularly
followed

GMP standards are difficult to
apply due to reproducibility and
potential cross-contamination
issues

MOFs can be treated like Pd/C or
Ni-Raney catalysts and therefore can be adapted for GMP
standards
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